Return to website http://www.soulsongsatsangoftheheart.net/articlesandvideos.html
~What is the Soul and its Song?~
The soul is your core consciousness, it is the ground of your being. It has two components.
One is called Jiva, that is the personalized soul that recycles through time on a cosmic journey
and it is Karma, memory and desire. The conditioned soul is part of an unconditioned soul
called Atman , which is part of the universal soul called Brahman. The purpose of the
conditioned soul is to create the evolutionary journey to unity consciousness. We do this
through being, love, and creative expressions and through service. The soul is also the co
influence in the meaning--context relationship and archetypal stories. The soul is the source
of all our lives. It projects as the mind, as the body and the universe of our experiences.
~Deepak Chopra
The soul is the spark of Divine consciousness, the blueprint of the Master Artist encased in
vibration. And that vibration emits a frequency which is of this Divine consciousness
blueprint. That frequency is known as a soul signature. Much like we have a signature here
on earth when we sign our name, the soul has a signature which is the frequency of this
vibration. The Soul is formless, changeless, birthless, deathless, immortal, infinite. Free from
beginning, free from ending. Just as the Master Artist is. And from each soul, there is a song.
The Song of Universal Love.
This song is known by many names ~ Soul Song, the song of the Soul, the music of the
spheres, loves vision, intuition, the intuitive heart to say a few. To know more about the
intutive heart, please listen to this interview here
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9vl23k5k2vikc22/33-09-06.mp3 Your heart is the voice of
your Soul. When you sing your Soul Song, the vibrational frequency is that of the this soul
signature being reverberated throughout the universe in union with love itself, Source itself.
The ultimate experience of the Soul, its purpose is to realise itself while in the body, to be
the full embodiment, experience, and expression of all that it really is, so that Source is
realised through the soul. Each event and experience occurs for the soul rememberings that
you are here to REST within ~ Remember, Embrace, and Soulfully Treasure ~ called to your
soul, by your soul so that you can create and experience who you really are as GOD, the Gift
Of Divinity in each moment. This is why the Master is free from being shakened in even the
face of the worst experiences.
The Master Artist, this Source which is Love itself is Love, is Soul. And as Soul it sees as
Love/Soul/Source/the Master Artist in human physical body temple form would see, feels
as Love would feel, hears what Love would hear, speaks what Love would speak, sings what
Love would speak. In other words to mean that Love sees Love or rather the Master Artist
sees you as the most beautiful thing in the cosmos, as this Divine expression of the Love itself
is. It can see no other. Equally thus, Source/Love/Soul also feels only that which is this same
Love, and hears only words of this Love and nothing else, speaks and sings that of only
messages of Love. This is free from meaning that other things such as what we call as
negativity or the body or hurt or pain is free from existing. No. Rather, Love sees, knows,
experiences, ALL of those things too. And at the same moment rather than choosing to delve

down the rabbit hole of those things other than Love/Soul, it simply chooses to BE Love, to
BE Soul, observing and noticing those other things and at moments maybe even stating in
observation the what ISness that appears to be before it yes, and yet being free from engaging
within them fully, for Love/Soul is free from being fooled by the appearances/illusions of
that which appears to be other than Love/Soul/Source. This Love/Soul/Source never
changes, it is free from going back and forth in extremes. Extremes are the body's way of
attempting to rule the Soul. The Soul utilises the body as a temple for which the Soul
experiences, expresses, sings its song.
On the path, we are to BE fully our Soul, BE fully God/Goddess and be free from going
back and forth so much is the key. It takes alot to do that sometimes when the body wants to
take over and be in control. Buddha went through this alot too in going from one extreme to
another for many years until he came to balance, to centre. That centre is BEing Love, BEing
Soul, living from that way of BEing. Buddha got it, shifted into it, so too can we. It requires
remembering that who we are is free from being this back and forthness. Who we are at the
centre of our being is as was said at the beginning of the book which is this 'The soul is the
spark of Divine consciousness, the blueprint of the Master Artist encased in vibration. And
that vibration emits a frequency which is of this Divine consciousness blueprint. That
frequency is known as a soul signature. Much like we have a signature here on earth when
we sign our name, the soul has a signature which is the frequency of this vibration. The Soul
is formless, changeless, birthless, deathless, immortal, infinite. Free from beginning, free from
ending. Just as the Master Artist is. And from each soul, there is a song. The Song of
Universal Love.' as you continue to remember this, then you BE as the Buddha. You BE as the
Soul, you BE as this Love. For this is who you really are.
Divine Love/Unconditional Love is the language of the Soul, of the heart. The heart is the
overlay and seat of the Soul. The heart is the entrance of the Soul. For it is through the heart,
we Love. We BE Love, we BE the Love of the Soul. Divine Love/Unconditional Love is loving
yourself (your soul, your Self with a capital S as in the higher Self or Soul you are) and loving
another free from conditions. Free from judgment. Free from blame. Divine
Love/Unconditional Love is always Love in the present moment, in the now, in the OM, the
One Moment, for this is all there is. Being present with whatever is in this moment and loving
it and BEing Love. Divine Love/Unconditional Love is therefore timeless. Much like if you
have ever seen two people when they first see one another and totally connect heart to heart
soul to soul in that sense of utter awe and wonder of just seeing/meeting one another for the
first time and it is as if no one else is around them, just the two of them. That is Divine
Love/Unconditional Love in motion, in that sense of timelessness. In that present moment
you are just in awe, in Love. Divine Love/Unconditional Love is formless, changeless,
birthless, deathless, immortal, infinite. It just simply is. Divine Love/Unconditional Love is
also in that present moment loving your Self/Soul and loving another regardless of seas or
seasons. Regardless of outer circumstance, situations, behaviours, non behaviours. For you
still Love always, in all ways. Divine Love/Unconditional Love is free from denying any part
of your Self/Soul either for in such love you love every part of you. Your crasiness, your
idiosyncrasies, your unawakenedness, your projections, your illusions/delusions, your
magnificence, your brilliance, your beauty inside and out, the way you look in your body just
as it is and everything in between. Divine Love/Unconditional Love is loving ALL of you,
every part of you and loving another ALL of the other. For you see all those unawakened

places, vibrations, resonances, and also the awakened brilliance of the Light of Love you are,
the WHOLE of you, and sees ALL of it as WHOLE, Holy, Wholly.
Divine Love/Unconditional Love also sees all those crasinesses, idiosyncrasies,
unawakenedness, projections, illusions/delusions as being free from being who you really
are. For as Soul who you are is simply whole, perfect, complete and beautiful simply as you
are right here right now, even with those things. You may be free from liking the behaviour
occurring in the body, and yet you still love the person, the Soul, seeing beyond the body
behaviour and into the Soul knowing this is who you and they really are. At the same
moment that it embraces what is in the moment of the behaviour even if it is free from being
liked, you still both be free from liking the behaviour yet embrace it at the same moment. For
anything you are free from loving you will repeat again and again until you come into Love
with it and within it. Thus, you love, embrace, and bless ALL of you, even what we consider
as earthly bad. Because in the eyes of Divine Love/Unconditional Love/Source, ALL of it and
all of you is beautiful. And in those moments when you are choosing to be such crasinesses,
idiosyncrasies, unawakenedness, projections, illusions/delusions it is the opportunity to see
it for what it is, embrace it, love it, and bless, and realise that you did the best you could (or
the other did the best that they could) with the level of consciousness you had/they had in
that moment and could do no different and then you choose better. To be this Divine
Love/Unconditional Love is who we are, and loving in this way is What Love Would Do
Now and is what true Love is. Be Love Now, for this is who you are.
~As given in Spirit through the hands of Nenari, Princess of the Sea

